The all-du-paths software testing criterion is the most discriminating of the data flow testing criteria of Rapps and Weyuker.
Introduction
A major activity in software testing research is deriving criteria that aid in selecting the smallest set of test cases that will uncover as many errors as possible.
Structural testing uses the control and data flow of a program to select test cases.
Testing criteria that are more discriminating in uncovering errors tend to require a greater number of test cases. For example, the "all branches" criterion is more discriminating than the "all statements" criterion and usually requires more tests. The most discriminating criterion is the "all paths" criterion which requires an infinite number of test cases in programs with loops. Since we want testing to be completed eventually, a useful criterion must be met with a finite and acceptably small number of test cases. Several analytical studies compare structural testing criteria with respect to inclusion and worst case complexity of the criteria [Wey84, WGM85, CPRZSS, RW85, Nta88] . The "all branches" criterion itacludes the "all statements" criterion because when the "all branches" criterion is met the "all statements" criterion is also satisfied. The complexity
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Ntafos suggests the use of strategies that require at most O(n') test paths [Nta88] .
Ntafos also notes that these worst case bounds may not reflect the actual number of required test cases. Our research is directed towards determining whether testing strategies that have an exponential worst case bounds may actually be feasible on real programs. Some of the more discriminating structural testing criteria are based on data flow analysis.
Rapps However, the actual number of test cases can be much less than the worst case. Only an empirical study can determine whether the worst case scenario is common.
In this study, we determine the du-paths in a software system in use commercially.
The software is a natural language text analyzer used for marketing research. After identifying the du-paths, we estimate the minimum number of test cases necessary to satisfy the all-du-paths criterion.
Our estimate is based on finding a minimal sized set of complete paths (paths from the start node to the terminal node of a program flowgraph) that covers all of the du-paths. Each complete path can be "exercised" by one test case if appropriate input data can be found.
We find that for most of the subroutines, the all-du-paths criterion can be satisfied with fewer than ten complete paths. Only one subroutine requires an exponential number of complete paths. One other subroutine requires a comparatively large number of paths. Thus, our results indicate that the all-du-paths criterion can be used to test most of the subroutines in the software system under study.
The number of complete paths needed to meet the crite-rion is an estimate of the number of test cases required to meet the criterion. Some complete paths of a program may be infeasible -no input data exists that can cause such a path to be executed. Similarly, some du-paths may be infeasible. Thus, it might be impossible to select test data that satisfies the particular criterion. Unfortunately, determining whether a particular path is feasible is undecidable. Frank1 and Weyuker suggest the use of heuristics to identify infeasible paths [FW88] . Since some complete paths and du-paths may be infeasible, our measure of the necessary number of complete paths will tend to be higher than the number of feasible paths. Our research tools are based on a formal specification of the all-du-paths criterion [Sch88] . This specification is written in the SPECS specification language [BBC871 in terms of a language-independent representation (StandardRep) of imperative programs [BBC*88] . This specification of the alldu-paths criterion is applicable to any imperative language that can be mapped to the StandardRep.
We utilize a tool [DBB86] that generates a StandardRep from an IS0 Standard Pascal [JW85] program. The output routines of the generator are modified to produce a Prolog data base for each program unit. Each data base represents an augmented flowgraph in which the nodes and edges are included, along with the variables which are defined and used in each node. A Prolog program estimates the minimum number of complete paths that satisfy the all-du-paths criterion for the corresponding program unit. All tools used in this research are rigorously specified using SPECS.
A related system developed by Frankl and Weyuker, AS-SET, determines whether a given test set is adequate with respect to the criterion, and produces a list of any node pairs required by the criterion but not exercised by the test data [FWW85, FW85] . This list can then be used to strengthen the test data set. In contrast, our research tools are designed to estimate the number test cases required by the all-du-paths criterion.
ASSET is designed for use on a specific subset of Pascal, while our tools operate on the StandardRep. This paper has the following organization. The next section describes the all-du-paths criterion.
We describe the tools used in the study in Section 3. These software tools include the programs that (1) generate a Prolog data base from a StandardRep, (2) compute all du-paths in a program, (3) remove redundant du-paths, and (4) estimate the number of test cases needed to meet the all-du-paths criterion. Section 4 describes the natural language text analysis system that is the object of this study. The case study results are described in Section 5 and the conclusions follow in Section 6. The Appendix contains tables of the case study results.
All-du-paths Criterion
The all-du-paths path criterion is based on data flow relationships. Variables are tracked from their points of definition to their points of use. A du-path is a program path that connects the definition of a variable to its use. By definition we mean the modification of the value associated with a variable via an assignment, input statement, or procedure invocation. A use is a reference of the value of a variable usually within an expression. In addition, cycles are restricted within a du-path. For testing to satisfy the all-du-paths criterion, the test data must cover all du-paths for all variables in a procedure. Thus, all acyclic paths between every definition-use pair must be tested.
Rapps and Weyuker define their family of criteria on a simple, formal programming language [RW85]. We use a rigorous specification of the all-du-paths criterion in terms of a language independent representation of imperative programs, the StandardRep [Sch88, BBC*88]. Our specification is consistent with the original definitions, and applies to any imperative programming languages that can be mapped to the StandardRep.
To incorporate procedures and functions in our definition, we d.etermine which of the actual parameters are defined and which are used at the point of a call. In a procedure call, we assume that a variable which represents a call-by-reference parameter is defined. We also assume that the variables in an expression which represents a call-by-value parameter are used. All call-by-value formal parameters are assigned to local variables in the start node of the called procedure by the StandardRep generator [DBB86] .
We also assume that all global variables accessed by the called procedure are used at the point of a procedure call, and all variables in the actual parameters of a function call are used.
Our specification makes use of the notion of "path subset criterion" [BHB86] . Consider a flowgraph G = (N, E, s,t), whereECNxN,s~N,tEN,andallnodesxENlieona path from s to t. Any path P from s to t is a complete path.
A path subset criterion is a boolean function that, given a set of complete paths in a flowgraph, outputs true if and only if the set of paths satisfies the criterion. When using a path subset criterion as a testing criterion the set of paths is finite.
Let AllDUPaths(G) denote the set of all du-paths in flowgraph G, and let all-du-paths(FS,G) be a path subset criterion that determines if a particular set of complete paths, FS, includes all du-paths in G. Then all-du-paths(FS,G) is true if and only if every member of AlZDUPaths(G) is included along some path in FS. The complete formal specification of the all-du-paths criterion is in [Sch88] . In this specification, AllDUPaths is defined in SPECS as an abstract function in terms of the StandardRep. Since we can generate a StandardRep from IS0 Pascal [DBB86], our specification can be used to implement tools that operate on Pascal programs.
As soon as StandardRep generators for other languages are implemented, our tools can be applied to programs in these languages.
Research Tools
Our research tools identify du-paths and count the minimum or near-minimum number of complete paths required to satisfy the all-du-paths criterion for a program unit (procedure or function). The analysis is performed in two distinct phases. In the first phase, a Prolog data base (PDB) is produced for each unit of a Pascal program. In the second phase, a Prolog program Count takes a PDB as input, finds all of the du-paths, and outputs a count of the number of du-paths, the number of non-redundant du-paths, and an estimate of the number of complete paths, or test cases, necessary to satisfy the criterion. For an object X of type PDB for a program unit U, Nodes(X) and Edges(X) p re resent the nodes and edges in the corresponding flowgraph of U. Each element E in DCP(X) contains data flow information for node NID(E), including the global definitions, D(E), global c-uses, C(E), and puses, P(E).
The abstract operation that produces a PDB from a particular UnitRepType is formally specified in [Sch88]. A PDB is represented by Prolog lists. Figure 1 illustrates a PDB as represented with Prolog data objects for a program unit named "test".
Note that the terminal node t is not included in the list of nodes in the Prolog PDB, nor is any information for node t given. (t still appears in the edges, though). Since there are no global definitions or uses in t, t cannot contribute to any du-paths.
Also note that the global c-uses and p-uses in a Prolog PDB include not only variables, but constants as well. Constants are included because the implementation of the original StandardRep generator does not distinguish between a variable ID and a constant ID. Since a constant can never occur as a global definition, the constants that appear in the other lists do not contribute to any du-paths. In effect, these constants may be ignored.
A Prolog PDB is the input to the Prolog program Count which identifies the du-paths and computes the various path counting measures.
3.2
The edgefs,l). edge(s,2). edge(l,l). edge(2,t). allow our algorithms to be specified at a higher level than possible using a conventional programming language such as Pascal or C. However, by using Prolog, we sacrifice execution speed. This sacrifice is not significant except when examining large PDB's.
We describe the algorithm in terms of the abstract representation of a PDB. There are four main steps in the algorithm:
Find all of the du-paths using the PDB. The number of du-paths is output.
Find the successor nodes for each node in the PDB.
Remove redundant du-paths found in Step 1. The number of remaining du-paths is output.
Determine the cardinality of a "small" set of complete paths that include all of the du-paths from Step 3. These complete paths correspond to (potential) test cases and the number of such paths is output.
3.2.1
Finding the du-paths
In this step, all du-paths of a program unit are identified. The following three specification expressions, which are defined in terms of the abstract PDB type, will be utilized in the discussion. They specify the set of global definitions, global c-uses and p-uses for a given node ID. To calculate the du-paths, all ordered node pairs i and j, where i, j E Nodes(PDB), are examined in turn for the dupaths between them. For a graph with n nodes, there are n(n-1) distinct node pairs. We do not include the terminal node t in any node pairs.
The following sets are calculated for each ordered node pair: c2mrs(i, j) = gdefs(PDB, i) fl cuses(PDI3, j) pdmrs(i, j) = gdefs(PDB, i) fl puses(PDB, j)
When both c-vars and p-vars are empty there are no dupaths between i and j. Such a pair is discarded and the next node pair is examined.
If either c-uars or p-vars is non-empty, Prolog conducts a depth-first search for a du-path between nodes i and j. As each new node k is examined along the path, c-ears and p-uars are recalculated as follows:
The recalculation is necessary because a definition of a variable u on a path from node i to node j makes the definition of Y in i unusable. The redefinition of e "kills" the earlier definition of v. So if both sets become empty, the current node is discarded and backtracking occurs to search for an alternate path. If and when node j is reached, a du-path has been found and it is written to an output file.
After each du-path is found and written to the output file, FAIL is used to force Prolog to backtrack and find another du-path from the point at which it left off. Thus, all dupaths for a particular node pair are found. Backtracking is employed at two points: after each du-path is found and when a new node is encountered along a potential du-path that causes both c-uars and p-vars to become empty.
The du-paths appear in the output file as a 
Node Successors
In this step we determine the successor nodes for each node in the node list of the PDB. A sequence of successor nodes for a particular node nl consists of all ns in the node list such that there exists a path from nr to n2. Prolog searches the edges in such a way that the sequence of successor nodes is in nondecreasing order according to the lengths of the paths from nr to 7~2. All of these sequences of successor nodes are written to the output file and accessed in the Step 4.
Condensing the du-paths
A number of the du-paths found in Step 1 must be eliminated to prevent the inclusion of one or more redundant complete paths. For example, if we have the du-paths [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and [2, 3] and test cases cause execution to traverse the first path, we have also traversed the second one. As a result, the second path may be eliminated without consequence.
To condense the list of du-paths, each du-path is examined and if it is "included" on another du-path in the list it is eliminated. The concept of one path (Pl) being included on another path (P2) can be expressed by the following specification expression: For example, [2, 4, 5] , [4, 5, 8] and [5, 8, 9, 10] are all included on [1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10] , but [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] is not.
Counting complete paths
The final step of the Prolog algorithm estimates the fewest number of complete paths that include all of the du-paths. This part of the algorithm is described as follows. We start with a count of 1. We then "overlap" and "piece together" as many du-paths as possible along one complete path. The count is then incremented and each selected dupath is deleted from the list of du-paths.
This process is repeated until the list of du-paths is empty. The final output of Count is the final value of the count. During this step the output file is accessed for the list of condensed du-paths found in Step 3 and the successor nodes found in Step 2.
For example, we begin by looking for a du-path that starts with the start node s. If [s, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] is initially selected, the next du-path we look for in the list should begin with the initial sequence of [1,2,3,4,5,...] . (There cannot be another du-path that begins with [s,1,2,3,4,5,...] due to the condense step.) If such a path does not exist, we try [2,3,4,5,...] , then [3,4,5 ,... 3, etc. If we come to [5 ,... 1, we then start looking at the successors of node 5, trying to find a du-path that starts with the closest successor node. If, after trying all successor nodes, we have no luck, we increment the count and look again for a du-path that starts with the start node s. When we do select a du-path, the next du-path we look for should start with the tail of the selected path. The selected du-path is deleted from the list. The program terminates when the list of du-paths becomes empty.
The algorithm does not guarantee that the final value for Count is the minimum number of complete paths that include the du-paths. Suppose we are looking for a du-path that starts with a particular sequence of nodes, and that more than one such du-path exists. Count picks the first path it finds in the list. But perhaps one of the other choices would allow more du-paths to be included along the complete path. A lower value for Count could result.
Thus, the value of Count is dependent upon the order of the du-paths in the list. However, since Count tries to make the best choice for every selection, the algorithm is a reasonable one for finding a value close to the minimum number of complete paths required to include the du-paths.
Case Study Data: the NLTAS
A natural language text analysis system (NLTAS) is the software that is the data for our study. The NLTAS is used to analyze verbatim responses to open ended surveys used in marketing research. An expert analyst uses the system to identify, within natural language text, the words and phrases that correspond to a specified set of Umeaning units." The NLTAS is a product of Iris Systems, Inc. and has been in commercial use since 1985. The system consists of five Pascal programs with a total of 143 subroutines (procedures and functions).
The system has a total of 7,413 lines of code (including comments). Thus the average length of a subroutine is 52 lines of code. The longest subroutine is 367 lines of code. All but ten of the subroutines are shorter than 100 lines of code.
We generated a StandardRep from the original source code, and performed the analysis using the StandardRep of the system. The StandardRep is an abstraction of the code that contains the information necessary for our analysis, but hides proprietary details.
Results
For each procedure or function in the NLTAS we record the following data: The most striking finding is that in 115 of the 143 subroutines (80%) the all-du-paths criterion can be met with ten or fewer complete paths. And, in 91% of the subroutines, the all-du-paths crition can be met with 25 or fewer complete paths. Figure 2 illustrates these results.
Only four subroutines or 2.8% require more than 100 complete paths. Two of these subroutines require the testing of more than a practical number of tests. One subroutine (A18) exhibits exponential behavior and requires the testing of at least 232 complete paths. Another subroutine (A59) requires the testing of on the order of 10,000 complete paths. Due to machine and time limitations, exact counts of the required number of complete paths for subroutiws Al8 and A59 could not be computed. The results in the Appendix appear to indicate that the Count is dependent on subroutine length (Lines). However, the longest subroutine in the system (A68) with 367 lines of code has a Count of 76. An examination of Al8 reveals the cause of the required exponential number of complete paths necessary in this case.
The code in Al8 that causes the exponential result has the following structure: where X is not modified in statements Si through S32. There are 232 paths between the definition of X and the use of X and each path is a distinct du-path.
In the NLTAS, code with a structure similar to the forgoing is rare; only subroutine Al8 requires an exponential number of complete paths. In almost all of the subroutines, the all-du-paths criterion is satisfied by testing a reasonable number of complete paths. These results indicate that the all-du-paths testing criterion can be used on most of the subroutines in the system.
Conclusions
In this paper, we describe a tool that estimates the number of test cases required to meet the all-du-paths testing criterion. We use this tool to empirically evaluate the practicality of the criterion. In the worst case, the all-du-paths criterion requires an exponential number of test cases. However, in this case study, the worst case scenario only occurs in one subroutine out of 143. Eighty percent of the subroutines would require ten or fewer test cases.
These results demonstrate that the all-du-paths criterion may be a more realistic criterion than the theoretical results indicate. The all-du-paths criterion should not be completely avoided because of the few subroutines that require El9  E20  E21  E22  E23  E24  E25  E26  E27  E28  E29  E30  E31  E32  E33  E34  E35  E36  E37  E38 
